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the acer ring control interface is designed to be both intuitive and natural. launching favorite
applications is as easy as placing five fingers in a circular pattern on the bottom screen. once
launched, consumers can choose and use the most convenient and natural way to access their
favorite applications. the acer ring control interface includes: the acer ring control interface provides
consumers the ability to effortlessly access and control their favorite applications and features. with
only a single finger, the consumer can toggle on and off their favorite applications, stream media,
capture images and more, all while providing them with instant access to favorite applications and
features. by pressing and holding the touchpad while the acer ring is activated, consumers can also
launch the acer ring interface which can be accessed by pressing and holding the touchpad while the
iconia is in sleep mode. the acer ring control interface makes accessing the iconia's touch-enabled
features simple. by placing five fingers in a circular pattern on the bottom screen, the acer ring
appears, providing instant access to favorite applications and features. from this point, consumers
can use their fingertip or launch the virtual keyboard to change the tablets settings, surf the web,
post to social networks, and watch streaming video. by pressing and holding the touchpad,
consumers can also launch the acer ring interface which can be accessed by pressing and holding
the touchpad while the iconia is in sleep mode. the acer ring control interface provides consumers
with instant access to favorite applications and features. by placing five fingers in a circular pattern
on the bottom screen, the acer ring appears, providing instant access to favorite applications and
features. from this point, consumers can use their fingertip or launch the virtual keyboard to change
the tablets settings, surf the web, post to social networks, and watch streaming video. by pressing
and holding the touchpad, consumers can also launch the acer ring interface which can be accessed
by pressing and holding the touchpad while the iconia is in sleep mode.
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the acer 6120 will be available in two different colours, silver and black, and the company is keen to
point out that both displays can be used separately. it'll be interesting to see how the integrated
android app launcher turns out. it's also worth pointing out that the acer iconia 6120 will only be
available in the united states at the moment. however, it's possible that acer will ship the dual-

screen tablet to europe in the near future. the acer iconia won't be a speedy performer, but we can
say with confidence that it looks to be more than capable of running most common productivity
tasks, such as spreadsheets, word processing, and internet browsing. as a final note, it can run

either windows 7 or windows xp with office, and the iconia is expected to be sold with both operating
systems pre-installed.  build and design while there's not a lot of room inside the iconia touchbook's
diminutive frame, we appreciate the simplicity of the design. because of the compact nature of the
chassis, the single speaker located beneath the keyboard is the loudest of any laptop we've tested
this year, almost as loud as our apple macbook pro. when placed next to the microsoft surface, we

were disappointed to see that the iconia, despite its size, has a lot less volume.  the keyboard itself is
comfortable to type on, with a decent amount of travel, though it's not quite as comfortable as the
keyboard on the dell xps 10. the touchpad is large and easy to use, with a few touches that are still

accurate and responsive.  5ec8ef588b
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